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ABSTRACT Large-scale oil refineries are equipped with mission-critical heavymachinery (boilers, engines,
turbines, and so on) and are continuously monitored by thousands of sensors for process efficiency,
environmental safety, and predictive maintenance purposes. However, sensors themselves are also prone
to errors and failure. The quality of data received from these sensors should be verified before being used
in system modeling. There is a need for reliable methods and systems that can provide data validation and
reconciliation in real-time with high accuracy. In this paper, we develop a novel method for real-time data
validation, gross error detection and classification over multivariate sensor data streams. The validated and
high-quality data obtained from these processes is used for pattern analysis and modeling of industrial plants.
We obtain sensor data from the power and petrochemical plants of an oil refinery and analyze them using
various time-series modeling and data mining techniques that we integrate into a complex event processing
engine. Next, we study the computational performance implications of the proposed methods and uncover
regimes where they are sustainable over fast streams of sensor data. Finally, we detect shifts among steady-
states of data, which represent systems’ multiple operating modes and identify the time when a model
reconstruction is required using DBSCAN clustering algorithm.
INDEX TERMS Complex event processing, gross error classification, gross error detection, oil refinery,
sensor data, stream data, system behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
In an oil refinery, everything happens in big proportions:
liquids flow in tons/hour rate, temperatures are measured
in hundreds to thousands ◦C, and electricity is produced in
megawatts. Thousands of people andmillions of dollars are at
stake every moment as one tiny malfunction or mistake in the
system can cause serious damage to the entire plant and the
workers, or generate losses in revenue. Thus, achieving con-
tinuous safety, process efficiency, long-term durability and
planned (vs. unplanned) downtimes are among themain goals
for industrial plant management. Due to mission-criticality
of processes, oil & gas businesses have already implanted
thousands of sensors inside and around their physical sys-
tems [1]. Raw sensor data continuously streams via dis-
tributed control systems (DCS) and supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) systems measuring temperature,
pressure, flow rate, vibration, level, etc. of drills, turbines,
boilers, pumps, compressors, and injectors. Another aspect in
real-time system identification is updating themodels accord-
ing to the currently received pattern from stream data [2].
Since the systems are dynamic and the quality of models
are dependent on both quality of data and system model,
it is crucial to assess the current context of the system as the
relations among model variables can change over time.
Achieving all these goals, necessitate to continuously
monitor and verify the accuracy of measurements stream-
ing in from numerous and various types of sensors placed
all around the refinery. However, sensors are also prone
to failures and measurement errors. At normal operation,
sensor measurements are assumed to be noisy (i.e. to have
random errors). Electro-mechanical effects such as malfunc-
tioning, un-calibrated or broken sensors, and human factors
also introduce systematic errors (a.k.a. ‘‘gross errors’’) to
these measurements. Ability to differentiate sensor errors
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from real system abnormalities is crucial for the safety of
the plants. However, there is a lack of real-time industrial
Data Reconciliation (DR) and Gross Error Detection (GED)
methods, or data cleaning services, that can be used by oil
refineries. To motivate and demonstrate the use of real-time
DR-GED, we obtained time-series data from the power and
petrochemical plants of a real refinery with approximately
11.5 million tons/year processing capacity [3].
Our contributions in this paper for DR-GED methods are
as follows:
• First, we analyze multivariate data including flow, tem-
perature, pressure using ARMA time-series modeling
technique and generate synthetic datasets for ground
truth tests.
• Second, we compare the accuracy of three GEDmodels:
an optimizer using Instantaneous Mass Balance con-
straint (IMB), Kalman Filter (KF), and Kalman Filter
with Unity Gain constraint (KF-UG counterpart) over
real and synthetic sensor data.
• Third, for the detected errors, we apply gross error clas-
sification (GEC) using a Complex Decision Tree (CDT),
neural network (NN), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
algorithms, and classify sensor errors into four types
called Bias, Drift, Precision Degradation and Failure [4].
Applying GEC on top of GED is crucial for oil refiner-
ies, and we demonstrate that the accuracy of GED tech-
niques can vary per error type. Each error type requires
a relevant action on sensors: some error types are fixable
whereas others aren’t and need sensor replacement.
• Fourth, we integrate these trained DR-GED, GEC mod-
els into a complex event processing (CEP) engine and
verify the accuracies and performances of the proposed
techniques over real refinery datasets.
• Finally, we use validated data for analysis of changing
system modes. The aim of operational mode analy-
sis is to identify the time where operation shifts from
one steady-state to another and a model reconstruc-
tion is required. The context shift is analyzed based on
fluctuations in streaming sensor data using DBSCAN
clustering.
Overall, we discuss selection and synergetic use of a set of
analytical tools from different domains including data min-
ing, statistics, and distributed systems to address challenges
faced in petrochemical industry. The aim of this paper is not
only detecting outliers and improving the accuracy of data,
but also recognizing the state of physical sensors and indus-
trial system and identifying the time of model reconstruction.
We hope that our contributions for oil refineries will also
contribute to Industry 4.0 and digital transformation efforts
of other future factories [5], [6].
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Data validation and reconciliation (DVR) techniques were
developed to improve data quality and satisfy plant models
within the last few decades. The process model equations
such as mass equilibrium and conservation laws were used
to perform DR-GED. Data reconciliation is a mathematical
model [7] that reduces inconsistency between measured data
and physical model by reducing the effect of random errors on
data. Reconciled estimates are expected to be more accurate
and without (or at least smoothed) outliers. To accomplish
accuracy improvement of data, outlier detection methods
were developed and applied together as a companion tech-
nique to DR. Shcherbakov et al. [8] studied outlier detection
and anomaly detection [9], [10] as data-driven approaches
developed for identification of unexpected patterns in data
and can be categorized into four types: distribution-based,
distance-based, clustering-based and density-based [11] that
are applicable to data directly. But, DR-GED techniques
use underlying physical system model to satisfy constraints
in addition to outlier detection. Approaches like statistical
outlier detection are applicable where data follows a certain
distribution. For model construction of a system fed with
stream data, time-series analysis such as auto-regression,
moving average and exponential smoothing are required to fit
model, monitor and understand underlying forces of process
model [12] in order to make future predictions and replace
possible missing values [13]. Time-series models are appli-
cable in a wide variety of sectors such as health-care [14],
transportation [12], forecasting [15], and stock market. Error
detection and classification such as ours provide a data quality
improvement for better system modeling and isolation of
faulty processes.
DR-GED applications have been used in chemical or petro-
chemical processes [16], [17] since their analysis quality has
been known to directly improve the process performance and
increase profits as well as safety [18]. Most prior studies
focused on performing DR-GED offline using static samples
of data collected from relatively old system logs. Over the
past decades, the number of data resources such as sensors
used in industrial facilities and Internet of Things (IoT) has
risen dramatically. Yet, online data processing remains a
challenge. Attempting to store these data first to analyze
them later creates additional IT costs, unwanted delays to
actionable information, and mishandling of threats or oppor-
tunities. Fortunately, there are now tools to process data on-
the-fly as they move from DCS and SCADA systems to
selected destinations. Neither relational databases nor dis-
tributed batch processing systems [19] alone are designed
to cope with industrial data analytics. In sectors such as
finance and mobile telecommunications, enterprises started
employing CEP engines [20] for tracking Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) in real-time or for carrying out rule-based
alarm management. Nowadays, heavy industries also want to
complete their ‘‘digital transformation’’ or Industry 4.0 jour-
ney [21] by extending their data architectures with real-time
complex analytical [22], [23]) capabilities. However, data
needs to be validated first in real-time, for the rest of the
online analytical models to work accurately.
do Valle et al. [24] collected benchmarks for DR-GED
issues introduced in the literature for mass and energy balance
preservation. Zhang et al. [25] studied DR and parameter
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estimation (DR-PE) for systems with multi-operating condi-
tions and suggested a PCA-based steady-state detection tech-
nique extended with clustering to partition the data into dif-
ferent modes of operation, so that accurate reconciliation can
be applied for each mode. They also addressed the DR-GED
problem for dynamic systems using particle filters [26].
Guo et al. [27] proposed a systematic approach for DR of
a thermal system using mass balance and improved data
accuracy. Cai et al. [28] proposed a multi-source informa-
tion fusion based fault diagnosis methodology for multiple-
simultaneous faults using Bayesian networks that increases
accuracy. Ruan et al. [29] used a symbolic representation of
time-series data for reducing the volumewhile also extracting
patterns.
Rafiee and Behrouzshad [17] studied DR-GED using
material and energy conservation laws in natural gas process-
ing. Jiang et al. [30] studied GED for data obtained from a
coal-fired power plant. They modeled the system at steady-
state and reconciled the data using the mass and energy bal-
ance equations. They employed statistical global test to detect
gross errors and serial elimination technique to identify the
error sources. Their steady-state technique compares to the
basic Instantaneous Mass Balance (IMB) method described
in this paper. We find that IMB and similar ‘‘stateless’’
techniques are less effective compared to modified Kalman
filters that track system behavior when the system is not at
steady-state. They also did not discuss applying GED on top
of streaming data.
Since the industrial systems are dynamic it is crucial to
assess the correct time to update the cyber model. For this
purpose, Zhang et al. [31] proposed an incremental model
tracking framework for quality-directed adaptive analysis
named AQuA. Lughofer et al. [32] proposed an incremental
rule splitting concept to autonomously deal with gradual
drifts for local distributions. Zhu and Geng [33] proposed a
‘‘multi-scenario’’ parameter estimation for dynamic systems.
Zheng et al. [25] proposed parameter estimation with multi-
operating conditions for data reconciliation in steady-state.
For handling drifts in data streams Shaker and Lughofer [34]
proposed an adaptive forgetting factor depending on current
intensity of drift in stream data. The aim is to identify the
time where the state is shifting from one steady-state to
another and a model reconstruction is triggered. In this paper,
we detect the context shift of the system according to the error
fluctuations of the trained DBSCAN clusters.
Our approach combines steady-state modeling with real-
timemodel updates, operational mode identification, and data
cleaning via error detection all at once.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3
describes the cyber-physical systems and proposed data
architecture for oil refineries. Section 4 details different
GED methods including IMB, KF, and DREDGE and dif-
ferent GEC methods including CDT, NN, and KNN and
describes DBSCAN analysis for recognizing the behavior
of industrial system and identifying the time for model
reconstruction. Section 5 discusses the experimental results,
compares the accuracy and computational performance of the
described methods for different error types and state analysis.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future
work.
III. DESCRIPTION OF CYBER-PHYSICAL
SYSTEMS IN OIL REFINERIES
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are described by
Rajkumar et al. [35] as ‘‘physical and engineered systems
whose operations are monitored, coordinated, controlled
and integrated by a computing and communication core’’.
Industry 4.0 will be realized [36] by connecting CPS with
Cloud via Internet of Things (IoT) and providing distributed,
secure, intelligent analytical data services at the Edge or the
Cloud [37], [38]. Oil & gas businesses have already implanted
thousands of sensors inside and around their physical sys-
tems. Sensor data continuously streams in via DCS and
SCADA systems measuring temperature, pressure, flow rate,
etc. of drills, turbines, boilers, pumps, compressors, and
injectors.
Figure 1 illustrates the the CPS and software architec-
ture of our oil refinery. The major ‘‘physical’’ compo-
nents are the power systems depicted in Figure 2 and the
crude oil processing columns depicted in Figure 3; their
‘‘cyber’’ counterparts are composed of the sensors, servers
and the data-based services that store and process the digi-
tal models. The power plant provides electricity to the rest
of the refinery and has about 80 megawatts of generation
capacity. There are 8 boilers with maximum flow capacities
of 100 tons/hour, which turn hot water into super-heated and
highly-pressurized vapor. The vapor output from every boiler
is directly fed into a corresponding steam turbine with an
alternator, which turns the thermo-kinetic energy into elec-
trical energy. The flow rates of the inputs (hot water) and
the outputs (vapor) of the boilers are measured by flow rate
sensors (S-In1, S-Out1, etc.) and these measurements are
fed into the models. Placing redundant (i.e. extra) sensors
around the physical systems increases reliability and allows
replacement of missing values that help to locate and classify
errors or detect sensor failures.
Crude oil columns take the oil as input and deliver several
by-products such as liquid propane gas, fuel oil, kerosene,
diesel, and asphalt. A preflash unit reduces the pressure
and provides the first vaporization, where the vapor goes
to a debutanizer for distillation and the liquid mix goes to
an atmospheric column for separation. On the digital side,
we have servers and software for online and offline process-
ing of received data. For offline data processing, we used
the Hadoop Distributed framework [19] for providing the
Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) services. This service
gathers raw data from all sensor streams and presents them
in a unified format. Using offline data, we can extract the
steady-state models for physical systems and use this prior
information to instantiate cyber models. Using online data,
we can tune the system models dynamically and detect gross
errors in real-time. We deployed DR-GED models and GEC
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of the cyber-physical systems inside our oil refinery; high-level operation of the power plant,
petrochemical plant for crude oil processing, and data stream processing services.
FIGURE 2. Illustration of a boiler power plant. Various types of sensors
are implanted for real-time data collection. The boiler can change states
among the desired stream pressure levels (low, high, very-high) or go
automatically into heating, cooling, recycling, and condensing modes.
VHP: Very-high power steam output; DSH: De-Super Heater.
algorithms inside a CEP engine. The benefits of using CEP
engines for data stream analytics are at least three-fold:
• They can turn raw data into actionable information
quickly, thus helping oil refineries catch critical issues
to avoid losses in real-time.
• They can eliminate unwanted data early in the data
pipeline, saving further CPU, memory, storage and
energy costs.
• They can catch transient or emerging patterns, which
never show up in an offline data mining analyses.
Considering all input-output lines and the different types
of measurements (water and vapor flow rates, temperature,
pressure, fuel oil and fuel gas flow rates), there are about
1,000 sensors in the power plant and 60,000 sensors in the
entire oil refinery, where a sample of one month real data
measured every minute is made available for academic use
at OpenML datasets web site [39]. Our goal is to process all
of this raw, streaming sensor data and create valuable data
services for generating clean and reconciled data, detecting
and classifying gross errors (i.e. avoid false positives - FP),
and raising alerts when the system is malfunctioning (i.e. true
positives - TP). The system can also be used to track a
set of KPI for the entire plant and report results in dash-
boards if the performances are below or above pre-defined
thresholds.
IV. METHODOLOGY FOR DREDGE
DR-GED requires a mathematical model to reduce inconsis-
tency between measured data and industrial process model.
In this study, we use two main models for data reconcili-
ation: mass balance constraints for systems in steady-state
and Kalman filters [40] for time-varying processes. We also
propose DREDGE, which is a special Kalman Filter imple-
mentation extended with Unity Gain that incorporates system
dynamics into mass balance constraints. After modeling sys-
tem, we apply a distribution-based outlier detection approach
on the estimated system model as GED method. All methods
are implemented into a CEP engine.
On the other hand, industrial systems can have multiple
operational modes and there can be shifts among them during
daily operation. Accordingly, the models are required to be
reconstructed and time-varying parameters updated, which
explains the emergence of local and window-based stream
online analysis to be more reliable than offline (or batch-data)
analysis.
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TABLE 1. Sample data for Yt , input-output flow values (ton/h) of one of
the boilers. The complete data spans 5 months worth of measurements
from 12/2014 to 4/2015.
A. DATA VALIDATION AND GROSS ERROR DETECTION
1) STEADY-STATE AND INSTANTANEOUS
MASS BALANCE (IMB)
In theory, a process is in steady-state if the parameters
that define the system’s behavior are not changing over
time. In practice, a process is never truly at steady-state.
However, a plant can normally operate around steady-state
for hours or days. For applications that have low frequency of
change, steady-state reconciliation can be performed. In tran-
sient periods of changing states a dynamic model can be
applied [4]. The general formulation of a linear steady-state
system model is described in Equation 1 where Yt is vector
of n measurements, xt is corresponding true values and  is
vector of unknown random errors.
Yt = xt +  (1)
Related constraints such as mass balance is represented by
Ax = 0 and the objective function for error minimization can
be represented Equation 2:
minx(Yt − xt )TW (Yt − xt ) (2)
where W is a diagonal matrix that represents weights that
are statistical properties of errors. The analytical solution
to above problem can be obtained using Lagrange multi-
plier optimization method in Equation 4. Data reconcilia-
tion is built on the assumption of a linear system model
with a normal distribution of random errors [4]. Distribution-
based outlier detection method is constructed to detect non-
random (gross) errors by applying the Global Test (GT)
shown in Equation 3, where σ is standard deviation of
data points used in calculation of normal distribution func-










The first method used for GED in this paper is called IMB,
which is a standard DR-GED method as explained above and
the solution for reconciliation is shown in Equation 4. IMB
enforces a mass balance constraint at every sensors’ mea-
surement instant and does not take into account the system
dynamics or the memory effect. IMB method is ideally used
with systems at steady-state.
xˆt = Yt − VAT (AVAT )−1AYt (4)
TABLE 2. Sample flow measurements for 17 sensors Yt (ton/h) of the
petrochemical system of Fig 3 and corresponding matrix A. The complete
data spans 2 months worth of measurements from 08/2014 to 10/2014.
If we assume Yt matrix contains the masses of input water
and De-Super Heater (DSH), and the mass of output vapor,
then ideally mass balance constraint should enforce Ax = 0,
where matrix A represents the system input flow +1, output
flow −1, and unused measurements 0. For the power plant
system, Yt is a 3-dimensional vector of these masses and a
sample is shown in Table 1 and matrix A = [+1 +1 −1].
IMB method also uses a covariance matrix V , in order to
find out how attributes vary together. Covariance matrices
are obtained using historic data, where V is a N × N matrix
(N = 3 for power plant and N = 17 for petrochemical
plant) containing the variance-covariance of all the input-
output attributes:
V =
 104.998 1.825727 128.18911.825727 0.236576 2.163642
128.1891 2.163642 163.9264

Next, the data is reconciled using Equation 4 and xˆ denotes
the reconciled (or de-noised) data. Then, under the null
hypothesis H0 (H0: The system is working, so there is no
gross error), a statistical test analogous to global test is
applied for detecting gross errors known as Chi-Squared
test (X2), which is a non-parametric statistical test corre-
sponding to cumulative probability, exceeding the 95% cri-
terion gross error is detected. Given r the vector of residuals
of linear model that follows a normal distribution with zero
mean and the covariance matrix V , the statistical global test
is constructed. Statistics given by γ in Equation 5 follows
a X2-distribution with v degree of freedom, where v is the
rank of matrix A. The 1 × 3 Matrix A used in Equation 4
in IMB method has rank 1 and the Chi-Squared test for
this process has 1 degree of freedom and 95% confidence
(X295%(m) < 3.84) corresponding to cumulative probability
for desired confidence interval.
γ = rTV−1r (5)
For the petrochemical plant, the same approach is used for
DR-GED on raw values. As depicted in Figure 3, this plant
has 17 flow sensors over 3 main branches of material flows
and the corresponding sensor data streams. Each branch has
its own mass balance consideration as follows: 1 = 2+3+4,
3 = 5 + 6 + 7, 4 = 8 + . . . + 17. Table 2 shows sample
sensor measurements for Figure 3 and matrix A represents
the mass balance equation (V17×17 not shown for brevity).
The least squares estimation (LSE) method is used to obtain
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FIGURE 3. Petrochemical process showing crude oil input, preflash,
debutanizer, atmospheric columns, and sensors (1-17) measuring input
and output flows.
Yˆt and a Chi-squared test with rank(A) = 3 degree of freedom
is used for GED in this plant.
A =
1 −1 −1 −1 0 . . . 0 0 00 0 1 0 −1 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 . . . −1 −1 −1

2) CAPTURING SYSTEM MEMORY USING ARMA MODEL
Assuming plants are linear dynamical systems, their oper-
ation can be explained with the Auto-Regressive Moving
Average (ARMA) model [41]. This model can capture the
‘‘memory effect’’ of the systems with respect to sudden
changes in the input. For example, in the power plant any
sudden change in the amount of water input might not reflect
itself at the vapor output instantaneously, as somewater/vapor
gets stored in the system during heating. The ARMA model
is described by the recursive Equation 6:
yk + α1yk−1 + . . .+ αnyk−n = β0xk + . . .+ βmxk−m (6)
where yk are the output, and xk are the input of the system at
time k . For the power plant, yk is the vapor output and xk is
the water input, both in tons/hour. For the petrochemical pro-
cesses, yk is the various by-products (fuel, diesel, kerosene)
and xk is the crude oil input. Enforcing instantaneous mass
balance (i.e. IMB) at the input and output might not work
if the system is not in steady state. ARMA model captures
this system buffering, thus ‘‘memory effect’’. The order of
the model in Equation 6 is given by m and n parameters.
The higher the order is, the bigger the memory of the system.
In this system, discrete time is chosen, since the sensor values
are obtained in discrete time intervals. A set of training
data is chosen for fitting ARMA model and extracting the
coefficients αi and βj to identify system order.
Then for a given system order and corresponding coeffi-
cients, the estimated model is trained and applied on test data.
The system order that performs best on training data is
selected, which resulted in m = n = 1 with both of our
systems (power plant and petrochemical plant).
3) DREDGE
The time-varying Kalman Filter (KF) is a generalization
of the steady-state models, i.e. systems with non-stationary
noise covariance. Although the ARMA model takes into
account the dynamics of the boilers, it does not take into
account mass balance (i.e. all the water that goes in must
eventually come out of the system). The upgraded ARMA
model for this process requires to have a D.C. gain of 1 which
is a smoothing technique in the moving-average model for
reduction of random fluctuations in time-series. Given the
plants’ state obtained by ARMA model, power plant and
petrochemical plant are converted into a state-space repre-
sentation [40]. KF method tracks systems’ dynamic state,
however, mass balance is not considered. To incorporate
system dynamics into mass balance constraints, we integrate
Unity Gain constraint with the KF method and train these
models over real refinery datasets; calling it DREDGE. Unity
Gain constraint in ARMA model is defined with D.C. gain
of 1 allowing imbalance instantaneously, but enforcing mass
balance to be preserved in the long run. Equation 7 explains
this additional linear constraint with respect to Equation 6.
−α1 − α2 − . . .− αn + β0 + β1 + . . .+ βm = 1 (7)
ARMA model is applied with prior information and
requires to solve a least squares problem subject to unity gain.
The problem’s formulation is as follows:
Minimizing ||Aθ − b||2
Subject to CT θ = d (8)
where unity gain considered inCT θ is equal to one, and theC
matrix is a vector of ones. Vector b is real output system and θ
is to be estimated. The solution to this problem is obtained by
solving the Lagrangian relaxation with optimality condition.
Thus, KF method is modified to use a constrained LSE
step in estimating the system coefficients to enforce mass
balance. Combining a Chi-squared test and unity gain to KF,
we obtained a GEDmethod that mass balance is incorporated
in a time-varying process model. You can find details about
our modifications and additions to basic KF in Appendix.
Since DREDGE combines best of both worlds, we expect it to
achieve higher GED accuracy. DR-GED methods introduced
and proposed in this section are deployed inside the CEP
engine as the first component of the data quality service.
B. GROSS ERROR CLASSIFICATION (GEC)
The Second component of the proposed software service is
classification of detected errors called GEC. In the previous
section, we addressed models for GED in detail and in this
section, wemove a step further by formally classifying sensor
errors into four types using Complex Decision Trees (CDT),
Neural Networks (NN) and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
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classifiers. CDT is a regression tree for modeling relation-
ship between variables [42], KNN a density-based classi-
fication method that classifies data based on top-k nearest
neighbor [43] and artificial NN is again used for pattern
recognition and classification. These algorithms were trained
with the sudden changes of mean and variance properties of
measured data.
Different types of gross errors have their own natural data
corruption behavior or characteristics. In relation to the phys-
ical defects of the sensors and their operational conditions,
common types of gross errors include:
• Bias: Due to un-calibrated sensors, the received values
contain a constant shift with respect to the correct value.
• Drift: Due to un-calibrated sensors, the data contains
increasing or decreasing amounts of error with time.
• Precision Degradation (PD): The sensor plates maywear
out or get dirty over time, resulting in received data
from sensors containing errors resembling random noise
around the nominal values.
• Failure: Due to sensor failure or measurement bound-
aries, the received data is constant or completely
random.
FIGURE 4. Different types of gross errors are inserted on top of refinery
power plant data. Blue dots show that gross errors can correctly detected
using KF. These errors are then classified by mean-variance tracking.
For comparison of GED accuracies of IMB, KF and
DREDGE, and GEC accuracies of CDT, NN, KN, we gen-
erated a synthetic dataset with 1 million data samples whose
properties were extracted from real data obtained from the
power plant. Next, error events representative of different
gross error types (Bias, Drift, PD, and Failure) were added to
the synthetic data as exemplified in Figure 4. For each gross
error type, we calculated the F-measure values of classifiers
including CDT, NN, and KNN. CDTwas modeled and evalu-
ated by 5-fold cross-validation technique and Gini’s diversity
index for the split criterion. NN was trained and tested using
scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation, which was a
two-layer feed-forward network, with sigmoid hidden and
softmax output neurons. Similar to CDT, KNN model was
trained and evaluated by 5-fold cross-validation technique,
and the Euclidean distance metric for 1 nearest neighbor.
F-measure is a harmonic mean of precision (TP/(TP+FP))
and recall (TP/(TP+FN)) which provides a unified score for
the classification quality evaluation.
FIGURE 5. General categorization of gross error types with respect to
changes in mean and variance of sensor data. The borders are extracted
after training classifiers with real data.
For applying a supervised learning algorithm to learn gross
error behavior, data should be labeled. But, our real data
obtained from oil refinery does not have any extra informa-
tion about types of gross errors. From the statistical studies
of sensor data for GED purposes and the observation of
changes in mean and variances, we developed a rule-based
algorithm for labeling. The model was trained with mean
(µ) and the variance (σ ) values of offline data and obtained
the model illustrated in Figure 5. This model is used for
labeling data and by measuring the latest mean (µ) and the
variance (σ ) values of the time-series data in current sliding
window and classify gross errors accordingly. Given one
method of GED that detects a gross error event, if the mean
changes up to 3σ (1M < 3σ ) and variance does not change
drastically (S < σ ), then the gross error is classified as
Drift. If both the mean and variance change significantly
(1.5σ < 1M&S < 3σ ), then it is classified as a Bias.
If the mean does not change significantly (1M < 1.5σ ), but
the variance increases (σ < S < 3σ ), then is classified as
Precision Degradation. Finally, if both variance and the mean
changes significantly, it is classified as a Failure-Random.
In case there is no movement at all, the sensor is classified as
Failure-Dead.
The classification categories illustrated in Figure 5 are
separated linearly without any overlap, but in real data, gross
error types might have overlaps or some detected data points
may contain more than one type of error. By training the
classifiers using these rules, the unclassified or misclassi-
fied data points can be detected and their true classes can
be extracted. These points are also revealed by accuracy
evaluation of supervised learning algorithms and F-measure
values.
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C. SYSTEM OPERATIONAL STATE ANALYSIS IN REAL-TIME
Another aspect of real-time stream analysis and parameter
estimation is the frequency of model update. In stream analy-
sis the entire data is not available at all time, the past data
may have a large volume, and the cyber model needs to
be constructed using a window-based approach, a.k.a. sub-
model identification. Yet, it is challenging to detect system’s
operational changes when the process is in a transient or drift
mode from one state to another. In model reconstruction,
a window should neither be too large to miss the patterns and
operational modes, not too small to make frequent, unneces-
sary updates. The performance evaluation shows that smaller
windows sizes are preferable because of lower CPU time and
memory usage. An optimal window size can be computed
using historical data analysis, but it does not necessarily
require a fixed length and can be changed over time based
on system’s behavior [44].
FIGURE 6. Model evaluation of pressure/temperature data.
Stream data context fluctuations in industrial systems is a
critical indicator for systemmodeling and necessity formodel
updates. This information is extracted using the cleaned,
high-quality data obtained form DR-GED process. Here,
the system is modeled using the analysis described for GED
and GEC in a window-based fashion, with a fixed window
size of 180 data points (6 hours) in consecutive tumbling
windows. By applying the model from previous window to
current window and measuring the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) from predicted model, the RMSE value is evaluated
for operating state identification. We observe that when there
is a drift in data context the RMSE increases dramatically as
shown in Figure 6 window #9. When the system works in
one steady-state, the previous model is applicable to current
window; for example between window #6-#8. But when the
RMSE increases suddenly, the system goes into a transient
state and is an indication of state change. This extracted
knowledge is interpreted as a requirement for model update
as described in Algorithm 1. The validation of this extracted
knowledge is tested using DBSCAN clustering method as
described next. Note that in SystemModeTracker Algorithm,
Algorithm 1 SystemModeTracker
1: procedure
2: W : initial window size
3: offline:
4: M=Model(W ) //predict model on steady-state data
5: online: DREDGE
6: for all windows W over stream do
7: GED(W )
8: RMSEcurrtModel = RMSE(M )
9: cluster = DBSCAN (W )
10: if (RMSEcurrtModel) > (RMSEprevModel) &
11: cluster>2 then
12: detectNewMode
13: M = updateModel(W )




we only use offline models to get the sensor stream started;
after that models are trained and tuned online.
1) DBSCAN CLUSTERING
Real-time clustering methods can be used for detecting
the system’s operating states, where data points would be
grouped in one cluster denoting the steady-state and forma-
tion of new clusters is interpreted as a drift to new operating
conditions or emerging patterns. Note that the anomaly prop-
erties of transients will be different than steady-state modes.
As such, a locality based outlier detection approach, without
specifying cluster numbers in advance is beneficial. Density-
based clustering methods are suitable for this evaluation,
therefore we employed DBSCAN in this paper.
The applications for sub-model identification in real-time
stream analysis are operating state identification and local
outlier detection. DBSCAN algorithm can be used for dis-
covering clusters in arbitrary shapes based on the density of
data points. It requires two input parameters (Eps,minPts)
where Eps-neighborhood for a point p is all neighbors within
range Eps defined in Equation 9 that has more than minPts
data points [45].
NEps = {q ∈ D | dist(p, q) ≤ Eps} (9)
For all series of points q that are density-reachable from p
one cluster is formed from connected points and, points that
are not reachable are detected as outliers in a window-based
analysis.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the GED accuracy results of IMB, KF, and
DREDGE methods for different gross error types are dis-
cussed over synthetic data. Next, data reconciliation and
error classification are applied over the real refinery dataset.
Finally, the performance of different algorithms over dif-
ferent streaming window sizes are tested and compared to
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TABLE 3. GED results of IMB, KF, and DREDGE for Bias-type gross error
over synthetic data.
better understand the scalability and sustainability of these
DR-GED techniques over fast moving sensor datasets.
A. RESULTS FOR SYNTHETIC DATA
Table 3 shows the GED accuracy results of IMB, KF, and
DREDGEmethods in detecting Bias type gross error over the
synthetic dataset, to which N = 2, 755 Bias events/epochs
were synthetically inserted at random points. Logically, there
will be (N + 1) 2,756 periods where there is no gross error.
Each Bias event contains a set of Biased values, the count of
which randomly varies between 5 and 25 to provide statistical
significance. A ‘‘True (T)’’ event signifies the existence and
a ‘‘False (F)’’ event signifies the non-existence of a gross
error in that period. As seen in Table 3, our DREDGEmethod
gives the most accurate prediction results for Bias type gross
events, where the 2,755 synthetically inserted events were
all correctly detected (true positive-TP) and no misdetec-
tions (false positive-FP or false negative-FN) were recorded.
However, the KF algorithm misses 14 of the Bias events.
The IMB method is the least accurate in this case, where 40
‘‘non-gross error’’ events were detected as gross error events.
Since the DREDGE method takes into account both system
dynamics and mass balance constraint, it performs the best.
Note that an FP increases the total number of both gross
error and non-gross error events, whereas an FN decreases
both since we have time-series event data. The experiments
are repeated for all 4 types of errors (Failure, Bias, Drift,
Precision Degradation) and summarized results in Table 4.
Table 4 shows the precision and recall rates in confusion
matrix for the GED methods over all gross error types.
The precision of both KF and DREDGE are very high
(99.54-100%), since they make little or no FP. Since IMB
does not track the dynamics of the system it has lower
precision ratios (81.3-98.57%) due to FPs. One interesting
phenomenon is the relatively low recall rates for KF (78.05%)
and DREDGE (90.8%) during detection of PD type errors.
This happens because they both suffer from over-fitting their
models and include precision degradation errors as regular,
non-gross error events. In summary, we learned IMB can
cause a lot of false alarms and DREDGE and KF methods
are more dependable in their predictions compared to IMB.
Therefore, KF-based methods are preferable for GED over
time-varying systems found in refineries.
Applying GEC technique on top of GED methods, Table 5
and Table 6 show the F-measure, precision, and recall of all
classifiers per error type. The F-measure values are between
0 ≤ F ≤ 1 and the higher F-measure shows that the classifi-
cation has a higher predictive power. In Table 5, we generally
observe that the F-measure values of classifiers over synthetic
data are higher than the real data. This can be attributed to
the higher number and separation of gross errors inserted in
the synthetic data, whereas in the real data the errors may be
overlapped.
Over synthetic data, CDT has the highest F-measure values
0.994 ≤ F ≤ 1.0 and the lowest values are achieved by KNN
0.965 ≤ F ≤ 0.995. This shows that the classifiers can learn
the labeled data and they have a high predictive power. Next,
these classification algorithms are validated over real data.
B. RESULTS FOR REAL REFINERY DATA
After evaluating the accuracy of GED and GEC methods on
synthetic data, these methods were validated on real data.
IMB, KF, and DREDGE models were trained using a com-
mon dataset from a single day (8/1/2013) and tested again on
another common dataset from the following day (8/2/2013).
The visualization in Figure 7(a) shows the gross errors
detected by KF for the flow rate measures (in tons/hour)
on the two main lines (water-vapor) of the power plant
(time = 2000 minutes). Note that, the transient jumps in data
are marked (∗) by KF algorithm and there are not gross error
marks in the steady-state regions of the data.
In Figure 7(b), we see the petrochemical material flow
measurements and the gross errors detected therein. We first
observe that GED can be applied on different lines simulta-
neously to identify and potentially locate which lines have
which type of gross errors. We see some locality among the
gross errors on different lines, but also some independence.
This proves that we can detect, locate, differentiate, classify,
and fix gross errors on different sensors for different indus-
trial processes. For sensor 3, where 3 = 5 + 6 + 7, we used
reconciled values obtained from line 1, 1 = 2+ 3+ 4 (Refer
to Figure 2 for system details).
Our GED methods can also be applied among sen-
sor measurements of different types such as temperature-
pressure, temperature-flow, etc. Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b)
respectively show that, beyond the use of flow rates, water
temperature-pressure and vapor temperature-pressure mea-
surements can be utilized for GED purposes. Usingmultivari-
ate data is beneficial if some gross errors are not detectable
in one set of data, but can be extracted from among different
sensor measurements.
Next, we applied the GEC technique over real data from
the power plant and report results in Table 7. IMB declared
522 measurements as gross errors, which was significantly
more than KF (215) and DREDGE (241). We know from
Table 4 that IMB has a low Precision (81.36%) for detecting
PD types, therefore the higher GEDnumbers can be attributed
to higher FPs for PD.
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TABLE 4. GED results for IMB, KF, and DREDGE over different gross error types on synthetic data.
TABLE 5. F-measure for GEC results of CDT, NN, and KNN over different gross error types on Real and Synthetic data.
TABLE 6. GEC results for CDT, NN, and KNN over different gross error types on real data.
FIGURE 7. (a) GED for the water/vapor lines of the Power Plant data, (b) GED for debutanizer lines 3 = 5+ 6+ 7 of the Petrochemical
process data.
The F-measure obtained from CDT model over real
data is 0.958 ≤ F ≤ 1.0 for each type of gross
error. NN’s F-measure for gross error classification is
0.867 ≤ F ≤ 0.989. The F-measure achieved by KNN are
0.836 ≤ F ≤ 0.984 as shown in Table 5. The lowest
F-measure values belong to Failure and Bias which is related
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FIGURE 8. (a) Water temperature/pressure lines of power plant used for GED, (b) Vapor temperature/pressure lines of power plant used
for GED, by DREDGE.
TABLE 7. GEC results of IMB, KF, and DREDGE over real dataset.
to the overlaps between these two types due to their similar
behavior. Table 6 also compares the GEC results, but reports
the precision and recall details. Lower precision values can
be attributed to FPs or ‘‘misdetections’’, whereas lower recall
values can be attributed to FN or ‘‘missed detections’’. While
it is desirable to have higher values in both precision and
recall, having low recall values may have worse outcomes
for oil refineries. As seen in Table 6, KNN may achieve a
recall of 83.3% for Failure and 82.1% for Bias type errors.
This means that the operators won’t be informed 16-17% of
the time when those sensor errors are happening, which is not
acceptable. In comparison, the highest F-measure, precision
and recall values are obtained by CDT. Also, the model’s per-
formance is an important concern in stream data processing.
As a result, we trained and applied the CDT classifier on CEP
engine because of its high accuracy and relatively lower time
complexity (i.e. O(logn)).
Figure 9 shows classification of errors detected by IMB vs.
KF-based GEDmethods. We observe in both Figures 9(a)-(b)
that Water-Vapor flow rates cluster around 45-70 tons/hours
creating a concentrated green region, whichwewill refer to as
the normal range; GEDmethods detect and mark gross errors
on top of this cluster. IMB works as a sharp, multi-linear
classifier for error detection, where values above and below
the normal ranges are declared as errors. CDT classifies
those above the normal range as Drift, Bias, PD and errors
below normal range as Failure types. As seen in Figure 9(b),
KF-based models also detect the same Failure types,
as detected by IMB in the lower region of cluster, but do
not agree in most of the Drift, Bias, PD types (FPs) declared
by IMB in the upper region; They agree on a few of the
Bias types in this upper region. However, Drift and PD errors
detected by KF-based models are more dispersed among the
normal values. This is because KF and DREDGE can track
Drifts and PDs that are a part of the dynamic system behavior
even inside normal ranges.
The validated sensor data that is de-noised through
DR-GED process can be used in modeling and other anal-
ysis process of the refinery and results of GEC is used for
identification of sensor malfunction or system anomaly.
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FIGURE 9. (a) GEC for errors detected by IMB, (b) GEC for errors detected by DREDGE.
C. COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We learned that with careful selection of system analysis
model (DREDGE, KF, or IMB), we can accurately detect and
simultaneously classify gross errors. However, the question is
whether these methods are sustainable over fast data streams.
This section aims to provide an answer by detailed obser-
vation of performances for each method. The performance
evaluation is done using an open-source CEP engine for
Event Stream Processing, called ESPER. The system spec-
ifications are ESPER v.4.6.0 installed on RedHat Enterprise
Linux Server 5.4 64-Bit OS, Java 1.7.0-05 and JRE v7 on
an IBM HS22 Blade Server with Intel Xeon E5530 CPUs
(8 cores, 2.40 GHz) and 24 GB DRAM. Data used in these
experiments are 200,000 records from (Water, DSH, Vapor)
flow sensors sampled every 60 seconds for about 5 months in
the TUPRAS power plant. This data was replicated 5 times to
form 1 million lines to better represent the real sensor loads.
Every line has records of 3 flow sensors in power plant dataset
and 17 flow sensors in petrochemical dataset. Therefore,
we have 3 million sensor ‘‘events’’ in the first and 17 million
‘‘events’’ in the second dataset. We publicly provided a
1-month sample of this real data at OpenML datasets site [39]
for academic use. Performances of four representative con-
tinuous queries (a, b, c, d described below) were evaluated at
different window sizes {100, 250, 500, 1000} using a tum-
bling window type. Tumbling window is a sliding window,
where the slide-size is equal to the window size. Continuous
queries are:
(a) Select(*) from Boiler: This query returns all sensor
data for Boiler’s Water, DSH, and Vapor sensors. It is
implemented as a reference query with the lowest com-
putational and reference I/O loads.
(b) GEC: We measured the impact of GEC method that
primarily uses statistical (stddev and average) library
functions inside ESPER.
(c) - (d) GED (IMB and KF-based) methods using the
JBLAS linear algebra library for matrix computations.
We start with performance (memory and CPU usage)
analysis of queries using the water-vapor dataset from the
refinery’s power plant. Each experiment is repeated 5 times
for each window size and the average values (as well as
min and max) are depicted in Figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows
the total memory used by different window sizes. For the
Select(*) and GEC queries the memory usage is almost con-
stant w.r.t the growth of window length as the data is quickly
moved in and out of the window. However, for KF-based and
IMB GED methods, memory consumption increases linearly
w.r.t window size. Figure 10(b) shows the total CPU time
consumed for GED by different methods over the power
plant data. We see that it is possible to process 1 million
rows on average in 30 seconds with a single core mapping
to a rate of 100,000 events/sec (1 Million events/30sec =
3 events/row × 33,333 rows/sec). The total time consumed
for processing all data with Select(*) and GEC meth-
ods shows a slight growth w.r.t. window size. IMB time
increases almost exponentially w.r.t. window size, whereas
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FIGURE 10. Power Plant: (a) computational loads of reference queries
and GED algorithms with respect to total memory usage (MB) for
different window sizes over streaming data, (b) total processing time
(second) for different window sizes over streaming data.
KF-based only increases linearly. IMBmethod executes high-
dimensional matrix computations for GED. At window size
1000, IMB takes 43 seconds to complete the task (50% slower
than for window size 100). Therefore, we conclude that large
window sizes are less preferable for GED since we do not
want to miss important events due to delays in response.
In Figure 11, we continue with performance (memory usage
and CPU time) analysis of queries tested with petrochemical
processing plant (17-lines) dataset and for different slid-
ing window sizes. In Figure 11(a), we see that the mem-
ory consumption of Select(*), Classification, and KF-based
increase slightly w.r.t. windows size, but these memory loads
are not demanding compared to the memory capacity of
our server. Similarly, their CPU processing times show a
slight linear increase Figure 11(b) from 2 to 3 minutes.
However, the processing time of the IMB algorithm grows
exponentially as the window size increases from 5 minutes
to 310 minutes for the 1000 window size; beyond our charts
limits. Again, we conclude that smaller window sizes and use
of KF-based are preferable.
FIGURE 11. Petrochemical Plant: (a) computational loads of reference
queries and GED algorithms with respect to total memory usage (MB) for
different window sizes over streaming data, (b) total processing
time(min) for different window sizes over streaming data.
D. USING DBSCAN FOR MODE CHANGE DETECTION
As the data stream arrives, DBSCAN algorithm is applied
for operating state identification and outlier detection of
current window. In Figure 12, the behavior of the system
using water/vapor relation is studied. As shown in the figure,
until 8th window data there is only one main cluster, but
outliers are beginning to show the emergence of a second
cluster. However, in 9th window, the data split into 3 clusters,
which indicates a transient in the system. The data received
in 10th and 11th window stays in the new steady-state mode.
DBSCAN clearly enables detecting the outliers without any
prior assumption about the distribution of data or any rela-
tionship among variables, and whether the system is working
under a steady-state operational mode. If a transient happens,
DBSCAN can detect the drift by partitioning data into more
than one cluster of inliers and outliers.
In the meantime, the operation of the system is evaluated
from other sensor measurements of the boiler, pressure and
temperature values. As shown in Figure 12, the behavior
of the system using flow-rate measurement is evaluated for
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FIGURE 12. DBSCAN model on streaming sensor data water/vapor flow rate: in 8th window (ref. Figure 6) DBSCAN model shows the formation of one
cluster of inliers indicating one operational state, as new data samples are received from window #9, data gets split into 2 main clusters and some
outliers that indicates a drift in data context and that the system is in a transient mode. Windows #10-#11 shows that the system is operating under a
new steady-state mode. (a) DBSCAN: 8th window. (b) DBSCAN: 9th window. (c) DBSCAN: 10th window. (d) DBSCAN: 11th window.
operating state identification. However, using other sensor
data such as pressure and temperature as shown in Figure 13
we can observe the same behavior with more distinction.
In window #8 the system is operating under one steady-state,
and by receiving the new set of data in window #9 a transient
is observable since the data is split into 3 different clusters.
Windows #10-#11 approve this transition and stay in the new
operating state.
E. DISCUSSION: SENSOR ERROR OR SYSTEM ANOMALY
One crucial question to answer is whether an outlier mea-
surement would occur due to a sensor malfunction or system
anomaly. The identification of these correlated high-level
events could be difficult [46]. However, due to redundant
sensors and laws of mass and energy preservation, the system
can be monitored in multiple locations (in & out) as well
as in multiple dimensions (flow, temperature, pressure) to
differentiate sensor vs. system issues. In our experiments,
we observed that the systemwill sometimes shift among regu-
lar operational modes and go through transient states, which
get detected as gross errors in our scenarios. Consequently,
in ‘‘bias’’ and ‘‘drift’’ types of gross errors, the system goes
through a transient state until it reaches a new steady-state
operation. In ‘‘precision degradation’’ type there is no steady-
state and in ‘‘failure’’ type there is no sensor or system
operation at all.
The system is declared as operating in a steady-state when
the model from previous window that is applied on new
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FIGURE 13. DBSCAN model on streaming sensor data water-vapor pressure/temperature: similar to flow rate, in 8th windows DBSCAN model shows
formation of one cluster of inliers indicating one operational state, in window #9, data gets split into 2 main cluster and some outliers that is a distinctive
indication of drift in data context and the system goes into transient mode, requiring a model update. Windows #10-#11 show that the system is
operating under a new steady-state mode. (a) DBSCAN: 8th window. (b) DBSCAN: 9th window. (c) DBSCAN: 10th window. (d) DBSCAN: 11th window.
window data fits well by RMSE value evaluation. However,
a new operational mode formation can be identified when
the prediction error of the previous model on current win-
dow increases dramatically. The operational mode identifi-
cation compared and is confirmed by DBSCAN clustering
method.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we addressed problems associated with erro-
neous sensor readings in oil refineries and we proposed a
real-time data validation, gross error detection (GED) and
classification (GEC) service, leveraging tools from statis-
tics, signal processing, data mining and a CEP engine
integrated with cyber-physical systems. For comparison of
GED and GEC accuracies as well as computational per-
formances, we obtained time-series data from the power
and petrochemical plants of an oil refinery. We found that
our proposed DREDGE method has accurate error detection
(99.1-100%) and sustainable performance at smaller window
sizes. IMB method had lower accuracy results and its perfor-
mance degraded exponentially with increasing window size.
After comparison of three gross error classification (GEC)
methods, we found the Complex Decision Tree (CDT) to
have the highest precision and recall values (95.8-100%),
where KNN had the lowest recall values (e.g. 82.1%) that
would be unfit for oil refineries and their safety requirements.
Therefore, we implemented CDT technique into CEP engine
for real-time GEC.
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Our approach combines data cleaning via gross error detec-
tion, steady-state system modeling, real-time operational
mode identification and model updates, all at once. This
study is applicable for many data-driven systems dealing with
sensor streams to ensure data quality and improve system
modeling. Devices in interconnected CPS can communicate
for more accurate system monitoring and avoid total failure
by predicting and detecting abnormal behavior of the sys-
tem. We believe that our study has the potential to bridge
the gap between generic big data software available in the
market and real challenges faced by oil refineries: detecting
erroneous data and sensors with high accuracy (no false
positives or negatives) over high volume stream data. Error
detection and classification such as ours provide a data quality
improvement for better system modeling and isolation of
faulty processes. In future work, we plan to integrate models
from our system into the real refinery, apply techniques from
deep learning [47], real-time model updates, and apply the
proposed architecture to other production plants.
APPENDIX
KALMAN FILTER
Kalman filter is a state space model used for tracking and
parameter estimation formulated with the system Equation 10
where xn+1 is the state vector at time n that is transformed to
yn the measurement vector. A,B,C are state transition and
measurement matrices and wn and vn are white Gaussian
noise with zero mean.
System statemodel : xn+1 = Axn + Bun + wn
Measurement model : yn = Cxn + vn (10)
KF has two phases: prediction for projecting current state
obtaining a priori estimate as shown in Equation 11, and cor-
rection step for obtaining posteriori estimate by incorporating
actual measurement into the a priori estimate as xˆn|n, P is the
estimate error covariance, Q and R are covariance matrices
and,Mn is theKF gain [4]. The prediction and correction steps
are executed recursively as follows:
Prediction step
xˆn+1|n = Axˆn|n + Bun
Pn+1|n = APn|nAT + Qn (11)
Correction step
xˆn|n = xˆn|n−1 +Mn(yn − Cxˆn|n−1)
Mn = Pn|nCT (CPn|n−1CT + Rn)−1
Pn|n = (I −MnC)Pn|n−1 (12)
Given the observed input data, the system state is tracked
in a KF. The ‘‘innovation’’ is computed in the correction step
of the KF, which is subjected to a Chi-Squared test. If the
test fails, a gross error is detected. KF is used for random
error detection and data reconciliation in sensor data and an
adapter is required to turn its output prediction error (called
innovations) into a GED tool, similar to the statistical global
test used in IMB. Constructing a statistical test in dynamic
linear systems is possible by utilizing the properties of KF
innovations (i.e. output prediction error), which is computed
in the correction step ofKF. Innovations have normal distribu-
tions with expected values and a covariance matrix Vk given
by Equation 13, where Pk|k−1 is a priori estimate covari-
ance, C is observation model and Qk is noise covariance
matrix [4].
Vk = CPk|k−1CT + Qk (13)
Equation 14 is used to obtain a γ value, where Vk is innova-
tion covariance and vk is innovation residual at time k . The
γ value follows a Chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of
freedom and if it exceeds the criterion 95% corresponding
probability for the desired confidence interval, the test fails
and the gross error existence, as well as its location, are
detected [4].
γ = vTk V−1k vk (14)
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